
RULES AQVATIKA LAKE 

 
1. Please stop at the clubhouse before going to your swim 
2. Catch and release is mandatory 
3. The fishing is only allowed with a valid club card 
4. Arrivals are possible till 7pm, after that the gates are closed 
5. You can drive to your swim and park there your car. If you need to go to the toilet you 

must walk or take the bike 
6. Dogs are welcome, please dispose of their excrements 
7. No swimming 
8. In the summer with fish over 25kg please take only water shots 
9. No generators, loud music or shouting 
10. The rubbish can be left at the lake, please follow the recycling instructions 
11. No liability is taken for accidents that might occur in the boat 
12. No bivvies or shelters on the platforms 
13. No open fire (grills are ok) 
14. The cutting of vegetation is not allowed 
15. Bait boats are allowed within the swim boundaries 
16. The use of a boat is only allowed if a life vest is carried and after the signing of a 

document where it´s stated the you will take responsibility for everything that might 
occur. You can use the boat to place your rig, bait up, and only in case the fish is 
snagged to play the fish. 

17. 6 rods per swim are allowed if 2 anglers fish the swim and 4 rods if 1 anglers is on the 
swim. One rod per angler can be fished as zig rig, but only with the float(adjustable 
zig). The hooklink for zigs must be nylon or fluorocarbon of min.0,50mm and not 
longer than 2m. 

18. Only mono mainline 0,40mm min. diameter 
19. Schockleaders and sngaleaders of any kind are not allowed 
20. Only barbless hooks or hooks with crushed barb to be used 
21. Leadcore is allowed, the lead has to fully clear the line if snapped 
22. No side hooking baits 
23. Allowed baits are: boilies, pellets, cooked particles, and vitalin. Groundbait is only 

allowed on feeders and in pva. (no loose baiting with groungbait) 
24. Spombs and spods are allowed till dusk, not at night 
25. Carp sacks and retainer sling are not allowed 
26. Cradle style mats are mandatory, you can rent one at the cloubhouse if you don´t 

have one 
27. The bailiffs can carry out check at all times 
28. Please organize yourself in such way that the carp stays out of the water for not more 

than 5 minutes. Keep scales, water bucket, carpcare kit and camera at hand. If a carp 
is not handled correctly a fine of 300e and a lake ban will be issued. 

29. No liability is taken for accidents, damages or thefts that might occur at the lake 



 

Important notice : These rules are not here to limit your fishing. They are here to protect the 
fish and to guarantee who comes after you to enjoy his stay at the venues of Italien Carp 
Lakes. Our partners on site will always be friendly and try to make your stay as comfortable 
as possible.  

Team Italien Carp Lakes – Oliver Hamp & Nicholas Holzer 

 


